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CYBER LAWS

Each year, the World Economic Forum poses the

question, “What risks should the world’s leaders be

addressing over the next 10 years?”

 In response, the Global Risks 2012 report presents

three “risk cases” that explore facets of a common

theme:

Governance failure in a hyperconnected world
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 The first risk case, “seeds of dystopia,” starts from

concern that globalization is not delivering on its

promises.

Meanwhile, both the Internet and urbanization make

disparities in wealth more transparent. Disparities can spur

achievement when social mobility is perceived to be

possible. However, when ambitious young people feel that,

however hard they work their prospects are constrained,

feelings of disengagement and discontent take root.
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The second risk case focuses on “how safe are our

safeguards”

 In relying on 20th – century institutions to respond to 21st

century systems, the danger is that safeguards fail to

balance an activity’s risks with its potential benefits.

A mindset change is needed in how we define

safeguards. We need mechanisms that are nimble and

flexible, involve and give incentives to stakeholders.
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The final risk case and addresses the global system on

which so many others now depend; the Internet.

Connectivity has transformed the ways in which we

conduct business and personal relationships.

But we understand the benefits more fully than the risks.

The “dark side” of connectivity considers the potential of

terrorism, crime and war in the virtual world to become

as deadly and disruptive as their equivalents in the

physical world.
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 Stuxnet, the cyber weapon that targeted Iran’s nuclear

program in 2011, suggests what may be possible. The

same kind of automated systems it attacked are used to

control everything from nuclear reactors and gas

pipelines, to chemical treatment of tap water and prison

door locks.
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 There is little reliable empirical evidence about cyber

threats. Victims have an incentive to keep it quiet, while

vendors of security solutions have an incentive to talk it

up. Nonetheless, the Global Risks 2012 report has a 10-

year time horizon. Ten years ago, the dot-com bubble

had just burst and there was a sense that the hype about

the Internet’s transformation benefits had been

overblown. With hindsight, we can see that the hype war

was merely premature.
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The aim of the Global Risks report, therefore, is not to

raise anxiety levels even higher, but to start the

necessary conversation about how stakeholders can work

together to invent the solutions needed to address these

new constellations of risks.
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While offensive is not an absolute category and because

online space transcends national boundaries and puts us

together in a non-space, it still is the best platform for

public debate, according to most. As says Visvanathan:

 “The young will always have something to say via arts,

music and slogans online. Our online experience reflects

the openness of a democracy.”
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